Abstract This work deals with a posteriori error estimates for the obstacle problem. Deriving an estimator on the basis of the variational inequality with respect to the primal variable, an inconsistent one is obtained. To achieve consistency, this problem is treated by a Lagrange formalism, which transfers the variational inequality into a saddle point problem. Different techniques to ensure the stability of the discretization and to solve the discrete problems by iterative solvers are studied and compared. Numerical tests confirm our results of consistent a posteriori error estimation.
There, the decisive forces and heat flows are generated by the frictional contact between the drill and the workpiece. An accurate mathematical modelling of the contact situation and a precise numerical simulation of it are indispensable to obtain a reasonable simulation of the process. The contact zone between the drill and the workpiece is a 2D surface. An adequate model problem to study the behaviour of the contact surface is given by 2D obstacle problems. In this article, we develop numerical algorithms by means of this model problem.
Taking a domain Ω ⊂ R 2 , the strong formulation of the obstacle problem reads
(u − ψ)(−∆u − f ) = 0 (3) in Ω with u : Ω → R sufficiently smooth and the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on ∂Ω. Here, f : Ω → R represents the prescribed body forces and ψ : Ω → R the obstacle. The Laplace operator ∆ is defined by ∆u =
∂y 2 . To use finite element techniques we rewrite the system (1-3) as a variational inequality using integration by parts: Find u ∈ K with (∇u, ∇(ϕ − u)) ≥ (f, ϕ − u) ∀ϕ ∈ K,
where we set V := H 1 0 (Ω) and K = {v ∈ V |v ≥ ψ a.e. in Ω} and assume ψ ∈ H 1 (Ω) as well as f ∈ L 2 (Ω) The variational inequality (4) is uniquely solvable, cf. [17] . Next, we present the Lagrange fomulation of problem (4): Find a pair (u, λ) ∈ V × Λ with
where Λ := {q ∈ L 2 |q ≥ 0 a.e.} and L(ϕ, w) := 1 2 (∇ϕ, ∇ϕ) − (f, ϕ) − (w, ϕ − ψ)
The stationarity condition for a saddle point leads to the mixed problem: Find a pair (u, λ) ∈ V × Λ fulfilling the mixed formulation (∇u, ∇ϕ) − (λ, ϕ) = (f, ϕ) ∀ϕ ∈ V (7)
The existence of a unique solution (u, λ) of (7-8) and the equivalence of (4) with (7) (8) are proven in [11] . The scope of the work at hand is to study different discretization methods for the mixed problem (7) (8) . There, it is crucial to ensure the stability and the uniqueness for the primal as well as for the dual variable of the discrete solution. We present two different approaches to guarantee stability. The first one is to balance the discrete counterparts of V and Λ. In the second approach, we add a consistent stabilization term to inequality (8) and use the same discrete trial space V h for approximating V and Λ. Furthermore, we discuss several iterative solution techniques for the discrete problems. The discretization schemes are presented in Section 2 and the numerical results in the Sections 4.1 and 4.2. For an overview of discretization schemes and solution algorithms of the discrete problems, we refer to [16, 24, 25] .
The second part of this article is devoted to a posteriori error estimation. Here, we are interested in the derivation of consistent a posteriori error estimates for the obstacle problem. For comparison reasons, we show an inconsistent error estimator on the basis of the variational inequality (4) in Theorem 1. To obtain a consistent estimator, the mixed formulation (7-8) is chosen as starting point. The corresponding result is presented in Theorem 2. When we include the consistent stabilization term in the problem formulation, the a posteriori error estimate has to be slightly modified, see Theorem 3. Finally, in Theorem 4 we discuss the a posteriori error estimates for the obstacle problem given in [19] or [4] , respectively, where an auxiliary problem taken from (7) (8) is the basis for the estimate. Comparative numerical results w.r.t. the a posteriori error estimates are presented in Section 4.3. Besides the techniques presented in this paper to derive a posteriori error estimates, a lot of contributions, which use different techniques, exist, see e.g. [1, 2, 9, 12, 15, 18, 22, 23] . The convergence of adaptive finite element schemes for obstacle problems is studied in [5, 6, 21] .
Discretisation
We apply the finite element method to compute an approximate solution of (4) on decompositions T h = {T i |1 ≤ i ≤ N h } of Ω consisting of N h quadrangular elements T i , satisfying the usual conditions of shape regularity. The width of the mesh T h is characterised in terms of a piecewise constant mesh size function h = h(x) > 0, where h T := h |T = diam(T ). Thus the approximate solution u h of the discrete inequality is characterised by
where K h is a closed and convex subset of the standard finite element space V h based on T h and bilinear shape functions. Furthermore, K h is chosen as an appropriate discrete substitute of K, i.e. K h = {v ∈ V h |v ≥ ψ h ∈ Ω}, where ψ h ∈ V h is the bilinear interpolant of ψ. For the sake of simplicity, we assume ψ = ψ h . We solve the arising discrete system by the cG-PSSOR method, cf. [3] . We are especially interested in a posteriori error estimation. For a priori error bounds see, for instance, [8] or [10] .
The discrete version of the saddle point problem (7)-(8) reads
Here, Λ H := L H ∩Λ and L H is a finite element space on a possibly different mesh T H . We will precisely specify L H after the presentation of the solution algorithms. The system (10)-(11) in matrix vector notation reads
with the usual stiffness matrix A and right hand side F . The pairing of λ and u is represented by B. Furthermore, we chooseΛ := R n + . One way to solve the system (12)- (13) is the use of a Uzawa-type-algorithm: Choose an initial iterateλ 0 and α > 0. For s = 1, 2, ... :
An alternative is given by using the Schur complement. This leads to the quadratic minimisation problem
andū = A −1 (F −Bλ). The matrix B A −1 B is positive semidefinit and we apply an active set method to solve the optimisation problem.
To obtain a stable solution (u h , λ H ), we have to ensure the inf-sup condition. From the experiences with Signorini problems, cf. [20] , we know that using bilinear elements on the same mesh to discretise λ does not lead to a stable discretisation. However, applying piecewise constant shape functions together with H = 2h result in a stable discretisation, see Section 4.1.
Another possible way to obtain stability is to use the Galerkin least-square method by adding a consistent stabilization term like proposed by Hughes, et al. [13] and theoretically analysed by Franca and Stenberg [14] . Therefore, we choose the same triangulation and shape functions for V h and L H , h = H. We know ∆u + λ + f to be equal to zero. The continuous system then reads
for all ϕ ∈ V and all w ∈ Λ, where δ is a piecewise constant postitive parameter function. In the discrete system u is interpolated by bilinear functions and since we have regular quadraliterals the terms ∆u h and ∆ϕ disappear. If the grid is warped neglecting ∆u h and ∆ϕ cause an interpolation error of the order O(δ). Numerical tests show that δ ought to be chosen by δ = γh 2 with a positive constant γ to garantee optimal stability. For the factor h it is expedient to take the diameter of the active cell. So the interpolation error can be neglected because our error estimator is of the order O(h 1 2 ) as we will see in section 3. We obtain
Solving this problem we get another mass-matrix C. The matrix vector notation (12), (13) now looks as follows:
∀μ ∈Λ :
Choosing the Uzawa-algorithm described in (14) we get the extended version:
In dependence of the chosen stabilization technique, there are several advantages and disadvantages. Choosing the second one by adding a stabilization term, the problem arises to determine the constant factor δ typically experimentally. Furthermore we get a modified matrix-vector multiplication in our solver, which runs very robust, even on irregular meshes. The shape functions of the Lagrange multiplier can be chosen constant or even bilinear.
Stabilizing the discretization by using piecewise constant trial functions on patches for the Lagrange multiplier involve some problems: The calculation has to be carried out on different meshes, especially a patch mesh must be generated, which may be difficult when using a mesh generator. Furthermore, the resolution of the contact situation is connected to the patch mesh and not as accurate as it could be in view of the mesh for the displacement. However, the creation of the patch is easy, if hierarchic meshes are used. This is mostly the case in adaptive finite elements. The stabilization approach can also be used for higher order finite elements, see [19, 20] .
A posteriori error analysis
In this section, we present four different residual type a posteriori error estimates for the obstacle problem. The first one is derived on the basis of the variational inequality and is inconsistent. To deduce consistent a posteriori estimates, we use the mixed formulation of the obstacle problem as starting point. It turns out that the consideration of the Lagrange multiplier in the residual is crucial to obtain consistency.
In the following, we frequently need the standard Clément interpolation operator i h :
hold for all mesh cells T ∈ T h . The error function is denoted by e := u−u h . We are interested in the estimation of the error in the energy norm of the obstacle problem, which is given by the H 1 -seminorm |e| 1 := (∇e, ∇e) 1/2 . We start the derivation of the a posteriori error estimate by estimating
Here, (∇u, ∇e) − (f, e) ≤ 0 is obtained, since we can test (4) by ϕ = u h . Furthermore, u i ∈ K h is an admissible test function in (9) and consequently (f,
we can easily estimate the square of the energy error (∇e, ∇e) = (∇e, ∇(e − e i )) + (∇e, ∇e i ) ≤ (∇u, ∇(e − e i )) − (∇u h , ∇(e − e i )) + (∇u, ∇(e i − e)) − (f, e i − e) = (f, e − e i ) − (∇u h , ∇(e − e i )).
Cell-wise integration by parts results in (∇e, ∇e) ≤
with local residuals ρ T and weights ω T defined by
where [∂ n u h ] denotes the jump of the normal derivative ∂ n u h for interior interelement boundaries and is set to zero on ∂Ω due to the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. The interpolation error estimates (22) and (23) yield the following estimate for the discretisation error in the energy norm:
Theorem 1 There holds the a posteriori error bound
with local residuals ρ T defined in (24) .
The a posteriori error estimate (26) can be improved by applying an interpolation error estimate, which takes the effect into account that the interpolation error is zero in the interior of the active contact set, if ψ = ψ h . Now, we give a precise definition of consistency for a posteriori error estimators:
Definition 1 An error estimator η(u h ) is called consistent, if η(u) = 0, i.e. if η is evaluated for the continuous solution u of the problem, then η vanishes.
So looking at the definition of η in Theorem 1, we notice the error estimator not to be consistent. In regions of contact, there may hold ∆u + f > 0, which determines the contact forces.
To obtain a consistent a posteriori error estimator, we make use of the Lagrange formalism and start again with estimating (∇e, ∇e i ) by
Here, we make use of the fact that we can test (4) by ϕ = u h to obtain (∇u, ∇e) − (f, e) ≤ 0 as well as of (10) . Taking this result we go on estimating:
(∇e, ∇e i ) ≤ (∇u, ∇(e i − e)) − (f, e i − e) −(λ H , e i + e − e) = (∇u, ∇(e i − e)) − (f, e i − e) +(λ H , e − e i ) − (λ H , e) = (∇u, ∇(e i − e)) − (f, e i − e)
Now we can estimate the error in the energy-norm:
(∇e, ∇e) = (∇e, ∇(e − e i )) + (∇e, ∇e i )
+ (λ H , e − e i ) + (λ H , u h − ψ).
Cell-wise integration by parts results in
(∇e, ∇e) ≤
with local residuals T and weights ω T defined by
Next one uses the interpolation estimates (22) and (23) to get the following Theorem 2 For the mixed FE-scheme (10)- (11) there holds the a posteriori error bound
with T from (29) and N from (31).
Let us consider the stabilized approximation scheme given in (18) and (19) . The error estimator (32) only changes in the term N . Looking at (27) we now receive:
By the same arguments as above, we obtain Theorem 3 For the stabilized mixed FE-scheme (18) (19) , the a posteriori error estimate
holds with T from (29) and
We compare the derived a posteriori error estimators with the one presented in [19] . It reads Theorem 4 For the discretisation error holds the a posteriori error estimate
where
and the positive part of a function g is denoted by g + (x) = max{g(x), 0}.
Numerical results
In this section, we discuss numerical examples concerning the stabilization of the mixed problem, efficiency of the solution algorithms, as well as the a posteriori error estimators and adaptive algorithms. In all examples, we take the domain Ω = [0, 1] 2 , a constant force f = −10 and u h ∈ V h . The obstacle given by the function ψ is varied throughout the examples.
Stabilization
We begin with the discussion of the stabilization results. For these examples, ψ = −0.25 is chosen. In Figure 1 (a) , the displacement u h ∈ V h and in Figure 1 (b) the Lagrange multiplier λ H ∈ L H = V h without stabilization are shown. We observe that the membrane soaks into the obstacle. Furthermore, there are oscillations in the Lagrange multiplier, which has a maximum value that is much too high. We expect it to be at most at the value of 10. Adding the stabilization term with δ = γh 2 and γ = 0.03, we obtain the results presented in Figure 2 . There are no more oscillations in the Lagrange parameter, which takes the expected value, and the membrane does not penetrate the obstacle.
Another way to obtain a stable discretization is to use L H = V h . Here, we choose
The results for H = h are shown in Figure 3 . We observe the same behaviour as depicted in Figure 1 . Consequently, this discretization is not satisfactory. However, choosing H = 2h leads to a stable discretization, c.f. Figure 4 . 
Comparison of different solution algorithms
In Table 1 the number of iterations for different solution techniques are compared, where the obstacle is chosen as ψ = −0.25. This choice of the obstacle leads to a large contact zone and thus many nodes are in contact with the obstacle and the number of degrees of freedom of the Lagrange multiplier unequal zero is large, too. In this situation, the Uzawa algorithm and the optimization in the Lagrange multipliers by SQOPT using the Schur complement need a large number of iterations because of the large number of degrees of freedom of the Lagrange multiplier being unequal zero, whereas the cGPSSOR method is very effective due to the fact that many nodes are in contact and are simply projected onto the obstacle. The preconditioned (pc.) Uzawa algorithm is very effective, too. Here, the preconditioned Uzawa is an Uzawa algorithm with an SSOR-and a cg-step as a preconditioner. 64  1  18  12  3  256  4  41  75  3  1024  4  138  185  10  4096  12  445  631  15  16384  32  1530  2812  50  65536  140  6046  14045 45 The contact situation discussed in Table 2 is completely different, since the choice ψ = −0.7 yields a small contact zone with few nodes in contact and with many degrees of freedom of the Lagrange multiplier being zero. Consequently, the approach using the Schur complement (SQOPT) is very effective and the cG-PSSOR method is less effective. The Uzawa is better with less contact but still the one with the most iterations whereas number of the preconditioned Uzawas iterations is smaller than the one of SQOPT. The advantages of the Schur complement approach become even more obvious, when Signorini problems are considered, which include only obstacles on the boundary, c.f. [19] .
Adaptivity with different error estimators
This section is devoted to the test and comparison of the three discussed a posteriori error estimates (26), (32) and (34). At first, we choose a smooth obstacle with ψ = −0.25. In Figure 5 , the adaptive meshes generated on the basis of the three error estimators are depicted. The adaptive meshes created by the estimators (32) and (34), which take the Lagrange multiplier into account, are similar. The small differences occur on the one hand since the adaptive refinement strategies vary and on the other hand because of the stabilization of the Lagrange multiplier in Figure 5 coarsening the mesh for it, which demands a so called patch structure of the mesh. We observe large deviations between Figure 5 (a) as well as Figure 5 (b) and (c). The a posteriori error estimator (26) leads to a well refined contact zone, whereas the estimators (32) and (34) yield to coarse grids in the interior of the contact zone. That is more efficient because in the contact zone there does not happen anything that causes observable errors. Consequently, we need less unknowns with the improved estimator. The reason for this behaviour is that the residual ∆u h + f T of the error estimator (26) is large in the contact zone due to the variational inequality. Whereas the residual ∆u h + f + λ H T of the error estimators (32) and (34) is small.
In Figure 6 , the estimated error of the a posteriori error estimators (26) and (32) is compared. While having the same convergence rate, the error estimated by (32) is smaller than the one estimated by (26). Since both estimators provide upper bounds of the discretization error, the estimation of (32) is more accurate.
In Figure 7 the estimated convergence rates for uniform refinement and for adaptive refinement based on the a posteriori error estimates (32) and (34) are depicted. Since we consider a smooth obstacle here, the uniform approach leads to the optimal convergence rate of O(h). The adaptive refinement converges also of optimal order O(h), but the same error is achieved with less unknowns.
The advantages of adaptive refinement become more obvious, if a discontinuous obstacle is considered. We choose ψ = −0.25 if x, y ∈ [0.5 − 0.125, 0.5 + 0.125] and ψ = −1 elsewhere. In Figure 8 , the convergence results based on the a posteriori error estimates (32) and (34) are shown. The adaptive refinement clearly leads to the optimal convergence rate of O(h). However, the convergence rate of the uniform refinement is reduced.
Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper, we have presented and compared different mixed and adaptive finite element discretizations for the obstacle problem. As usual in mixed finite element methods, ensuring the stability is crucial. Two different methods to this end have been discussed: The first approach is to modify the trial space for the Lagrange multiplier, which can be difficult to realize but allows for the direct use of the a posteriori error estimates. Adding a consistent stabilization term in the mixed problem is the second method. This approach permits the use of the same finite element approach for the primal and the dual variable. However, the additional term has to be considered in the a posteriori error estimates. In the derivation of the a posteriori error estimates, consistency is the central point to achieve accurate error estimates, which lead to effective adaptive discretizations. The comparison of different solution techniques for the discrete problem shows that the efficiency of the algorithms strongly depends on the number of degrees of freedom in contact with the obstacle. The obstacle problem is a model problem for three dimensional Signorini contact problems. It allows the study of effects, which are of great importance for the discretization of Signorini problems. Consequently, the transfer of the presented results to Signorini problems is the next step. Moreover, frictional effects play an important role in many engineering problems and have to be included.
